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Licence info - Ian Taylor Unsplash Licence
Source - Unsplash

Licence info - @Quinine Design
Source - Quinine Design

Licence info - Screen Grab - Arrival colour edit
Source - https://www.cogneurosociety.org/making-language-research-less-alien-the-science-of-arrival/

Licence info - @Office Now - Flickr CC BY 2.0 Deed 
Source - https://www.flickr.com/photos/officenow/2631536228
Edits - Cropping and colour washes

*Unsplash Licence Information

Unsplash grants you an irrevocable, nonexclusive, worldwide copyright license to download, copy, modify, distribute, perform, and use photos from Unsplash for free, including for commercial purposes, without 
permission from or attributing the photographer or Unsplash. This license does not include the right to compile photos from Unsplash to replicate a similar or competing service.

 CC BY 2.0 Deed
Attribution 2.0 Generic
Notice

This is an older version of this license. Compared to previous versions, the 4.0 versions of all CC licenses are more user-friendly and more internationally robust . If you are licensing your own work , we strongly rec-
ommend the use of the 4.0 license instead: CC BY 4.0 Deed | Attribution 4.0 International
Canonical URL https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
See the legal code
You are free to:

     Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format for any purpose, even commercially.
    Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially.
     The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

Under the following terms:

 Attribution — You must give appropriate credit , provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made . You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor
 endorses you or your use.
 No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing anything the license permits.

Licence info - @Polestar
Source - https://www.polestar.com/uk/spaces/manchester/
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